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About the Book
|Synopsis|

|Details|

Throughout this haunting first collection, Patricia
Colleen Murphy shows how familial mental
illness, addiction, and grief can render even the
most courageous person helpless. With depth of
feeling, clarity of voice, and artful conflation of
surrealist image and experience, she delivers
vivid descriptions of soul-shaking events with
objective narration, creating psychological
portraits contained in sharp, bright language and
image. With Plathian relentlessness, Hemming
Flames explores the deepest reaches of family
dysfunction through highly imaginative language
and lines that carry even more emotional weight
because they surprise and delight. In landscapes
as varied as an Ohio back road, a Russian mental
institution, a Korean national landmark, and the
summit of Kilimanjaro, each poem sews a new
stitch on the dark tapestry of a disturbed
suburban family’s world.

Utah State University Press
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Hardcover Price: $19.95
Hardcover ISBN: 978-1-60732-551-2
Ebook Price: $10.95
30-day ebook rental price: $5.99
EISBN: 978-1-60732-552-9
Publication Month: July
Publication Year: 2016
Pages: 80
Discount Type: Trade
Author: by Patricia Colleen Murphy
ECommerce Code: 978-1-60732-551-2

Available for pre-order on Amazon now.

|With a Whimper|
First I look at some Eliot, which puts me
straight to sleep for a lovely hour or so.
I just can’t do it. What a prig. But I’m glad I try.
Since it’s hard, I decide to write one of those
poems that gets by on a few clever ploys.
It starts with a dream that I’ll try to pass off
as not a dream. I’m stealing a Danish and eating it

Excerpt

in a parking lot while dodging cars driven
by nonagenarians who remind me of my parents.
Shit. Everything reminds me of them.
Like trying to read Eliot, blah blah blah,

From the title-bearing poem

and all I can think of is Mom and Dad in urns.
Then I see a man with his small son.
I see a tender look between them. That hurts
like hell. But I don’t even need that image.
Just say man or son. Just say woman or daughter.
Doctor put me on the stare-pills.
I can’t feel my distal parts.
Yesterday I invented fire.
Today I’m hemming flames.
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About the Author

Patricia Colleen Murphy founded Superstition
Review at Arizona State University, where she
teaches creative writing and magazine production.
Her work has appeared in many literary journals,
including The Iowa Review, Quarterly West,
American Poetry Review, North American Review,
Poetry Northwest, Third Coast, Black Warrior Review,
Natural Bridge and others. Her work has received
awards from the Associated Writing Programs and
the Academy of American Poets, Gulf Coast, Bellevue
Literary Review, The Madison Review, Glimmer Train
Press, and The Southern California Review. A chapter
of her memoir-in-progress was published as a
chapbook by New Orleans Review.
You can also view her bio in other formats: two
lines, twitter, short, and long.
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Media

Press & Media

Trish is available for speaking engagements,
interviews, and readings. She is also happy to
speak to reading and writing groups via
telephone or Skype.

Sample Interview Questions
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University Press of Colorado press
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WIA Report: 8 women in higher ed
ASU Now: This is what a professional
writer looks like
University Press of Colorado: May Swenson
Poetry Award Winner for 2016
Utah State Today: Winner of 2016 May
Swenson Poetry Award Announced
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➢

How do you begin a poem?
What poets do you frequently go back
to?
What is the background and inspiration
behind this collection?
How does social media factor into your
writing and/or role as a writer?
Do you have a writing group or
community of writers you share your
work with? Who are they?
Did you ever have difficulty writing
about the mental illness and more
disturbing aspects of your life? Or were
there ever reservations on publishing?
What advice do you have for writers
and poets working on memoir-ist and
trauma-related pieces?
What are you reading right now?
What future projects do you have?
Did you set out to write a poetry
collection about your family?
How did you get interested in poetry?
Stephen Dunn notes that your
collection, though about mental illness
and family, never felt therapeutically
motivated. Did you ever have to
reconcile a therapeutic motivation with
a poet consciousness?
Do you prefer poetry as your medium
for memoir?
How can readers discover more about
you and your work?

Reviews
“The curious title of Patricia Murphy's wonderfully disturbing Hemming Flames doesn’t become clear to us
until the last poem in the book. . . . As if the act of writing itself is an attempt to hem what can’t easily be
hemmed.”
—from the foreword by Stephen Dunn, winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry

“These are searing reports from the far side of the human dimension, acts of pure familial survival—charged,
compelling, complex. We read searching with the speaker for an answer to the singular question one poem
poses, ‘Where are you, gravity?’ These are hard-felt, intimate, and genuine.”

— Alberto Ríos, poet laureate of Arizona and Chancellor of the Academy of American Poets

“This book isn’t trying to make you feel better—a mother’s many suicide attempts, violence, extreme insecurity—
this book is devastating. And it is exactly Murphy’s refusal of the blithe, and her refusal to move or look away
from agony, that might make our world less of a disaster.”

—Sarah Vap, author of Viability, winner of the National Poetry Series

“Here are lunatics and misanthropes and the obese. Here are rueful promises and faulty redemptions and
conditional love. The pyre of a family. Out of the ashes rises not a phoenix, but a collection of gems--each poem so
exquisitely rendered, so gorgeous, and yet each never quite cathartic enough. One reads them not until it hurts but
with the hope that the hurt will somehow, at some point, dissipate. Dear Reader, the poet/speaker seems to caution,
there will be no relief. Now deal with it.”

—Mark Yakich, author of Poetry: A Survivor’s Guide
To write a review, please connect here.
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About the Award

The May Swenson Poetry Award, an annual competition
named for May Swenson, honors her as one of America's
most provocative and vital writers. In John Hollander's
words, she was "one of our few unquestionably major
poets." During her long career, Swenson was loved and
praised by writers from virtually every school of
American poetry. She left a legacy of fifty years of writing
when she died in 1989. She is buried in Logan, Utah, her
hometown.
Utah State University Press, a division of USU’s MerrillCazier Library and imprint of the University Press of
Colorado, is an award-winning scholarly publisher in
several academic fields. USU Press proudly sponsors the
annual May Swenson Poetry Award.
Hemming Flames, published by the Utah State University
Press, will be the 19th volume of the May Swenson Award
series.
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Contact
Visit the book’s landing page at hemmingflames.com or
Trish’s author website and blog at patriciacolleenmurphy.com or
the Amazon author page.

Connect with Trish across social media:
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